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Résumé: Pour Nietzsche, la conception de la présence s’appuie sur la musique comme
le phénomène esthétique transmettant l’état psycho°physiologique qui donne naissance à la
catharsis de la communion. Beaucoup de ce que Nietzsche veut dire sur la présence dionysiaque
est mieux révélé si on prend en considération sa conception sur les modalités historiques de
l’être.
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Why Dionysian presence? Why Nietzsche? Each presentation at this conference must in
some way justify itself. Nietzsche’s impact was broad, affecting the disciplines of philosophy,
history, classics, religion, drama, literature, and psychology. Presence, as Nietzsche relates
it, is part of the reason for this wide°ranging impact. As an interdisciplinarian, a great deal of
my research investigates the extent of Nietzsche’s influence into these separate, yet
contingent arenas of the liberal arts and social sciences. Nietzsche revolutionized the conception
of presence as it is regarded by academic and, therefore, largely historical forms of research.
While conceptions of presence more radical than those found in university philosophy
departments have been at hand since the birth of mysticism, poetry, and dance, Nietzsche’s
place in this study is confirmed by his still controversial bridging of the gap between the role
of aesthetic engagement with the world and historical consciousness, illuminating presence
and it’s service to all “historical” disciplines. His first attempt is derived from the phenomenon
of music.

General scholarship regarding Nietzsche links his appreciation of music to Richard Wagner,
whose fame was already solidified by the time of Nietzsche’s encounter with him in 1868.
What I suggest here is that it is not Wagner, but Schopenhauer who is truly responsible for
Nietzsche’s perspective on the philosophical attributes of music. Wagner himself was a devotee
of Schopenhauer, and it was this common appreciation of Schopenhauer that solidified the
bond of friendship between the composer and the, at the time, aspiring philologist. When
Nietzsche recognized the connection between music, specifically its relationship to the Will
in Schopenhauer’s philosophy, and the dithyrambic origins of tragic drama, he conceived, at
least from his own viewpoint, the connection between the metaphysical opponents: the subject
and the object. Another way of stating this, and perhaps more accurately in line with his later
nihilistic articulation of the problem, would be to say that he perceived the lack of a
metaphysical gap at the origin of tragic drama, illuminated by the consequences of
Schopenhauer’s philosophy of music. In it, he could see the road to resolving Idealism’s
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metaphysical conundrum as a falsity, and the role of music as part of the proof that the aesthetic
and the irrational are the conditional foci of human individuation. 

This was an enormous task, which he took on in 1872 in his first publication of The Birth
of Tragedy. Nietzsche’s talent and ambition, however, were equally large and are exemplified
from his unheard of early achievements of professorship at the age of twenty°four, even without
a completed doctorate, and the fact that with his entry speech he alluded to hoping to change
the entire purpose of the field of philology.1 This early enlightenment or, rather,
pre°enlightenment was immensely powerful and ended with a devastating effect on a young
and impatient Nietzsche. Wilamowitz, soon to become Germany’s most lauded philologist
precisely for his methodical nature, shredded The Birth of Tragedy as a piece of classical
scholarship. This critique became the first setback and the first challenge that identified the
fact that Nietzsche had taken on too much and needed to be subtler in the handling of his
insights. He hadn’t yet grasped the complete problematic nature of framing the problem, nor
that he was more a philosopher than a philologist. As he relates in his preface to the 1886
edition: “Perhaps I would now speak more cautiously and less eloquently about such a difficult
psychological question as the origin of tragedy amongst the Greeks”2. The Birth of Tragedy
ended his respectability as a philologist, but lit the path for the rest of his philosophical career.

It is in The Birth of Tragedy that Nietzsche’s first professional articulation of presence is
published. It is situated at the origin of tragic drama, a psycho°physiological state that he
christens as “The Dionysian”. His conception of presence relies upon music as the aesthetic
phenomenon that conveys the psycho°physiological state that births the catharsis of
communion which Aristotle found to be its defining characteristic and which Schopenhauer
also considered its ability to bring us face to face with our own non°being.3 Indeed, it is almost
entirely Schopenhauerian. Life is an aesthetic phenomenon. On the other hand, the production
of art, like language, is metaphysical. Curiously, music holds its own realm apart from images,
apart from other aesthetic enterprises. Though Nietzsche states that “art is the true
metaphysical activity of man,” the upshot of the text is that morality is itself part of the
phenomenal, not the noumenal, world. The Birth of Tragedy addresses the ontological question
of being and its distinction from “intellectual”, i.e. historical, presence. In other words, it
illuminates that presence itself is at stake in the question of being. And it is music that is
employed as the method, not just the analogy, to the experience of presence. The significance
of employing music in this way is that its use as a method demands noting the process and
action of the art as compared to the intellectual ease of analogical comprehension often
employed in the plastic arts. As we will see, neither Schopenhauer nor Nietzsche allowed the
intellect to be identified with physical action.4

Much of what Nietzsche has to say about Dionysian presence is best revealed by a
consideration of his conception of the historical modalities of being. In his Untimely
Meditations, Nietzsche explodes the notion of presence by considering the psychological states
of the unhistorical, historical, and suprahistorical. The historical men are the mean. The natural
state of affairs is to be concerned with the illusory morality, common culture, and the daily
affairs of life. It also denotes a specific way of considering history as a reflective concept
connected to that of memory. The past, present, and future are very real things and speaking
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of the self, always a metaphysically reflective act, is in this sense a “historical” act, since it
regards always what was, and not the immediacy of the present. Nietzsche contrasts this
localized conception of historical with the suprahistorical man, who wants to view history
forwards and backwards as a process and to glean the wisdom of existence from its past course
and future direction. From this vantage point he cannot engage life as the lesson of “all ages
are the same”, there is no grand teleology to be reckoned, and the end is either a resignation
or an abstention from the immediacy of life. Neither of these orientations is successful in
channeling the potency of life, finding the conduit to the immediacy of being. Both are
recognized as useful, and certainly practical, though they do not engage the historical location
of the individual in any immediate way.

The unhistorical, on the other hand, provides his phenomenological description of full
presence in the moment. What was missing in The Birth of Tragedy, the dynamics of presence
attributed to the Dionysian, one finds in his essay On the Uses and Disadvantages of History
for Life. Dionysus is not mentioned, but it is quite obviously an attempt to deal with the
phenomenon of the loss°of°self that he speaks of in the unity of the primordial ground. Granted,
Nietzsche is not writing about the religious aspect of this loss°of°self. This attempt failed in
The Birth of Tragedy, when he attempted to employ metaphor and aesthetic production to
describe the phenomenon of lyric and tragic poetry. Instead, Nietzsche retreats in a search to
reframe his insight. He must begin with the phenomenon of existing in a state wherein
metaphysical representation is not engaged historically. The result is a step back from religion,
and the confusion of poetic imagery, and a focus upon the psychological. The unhistorical is
achieved by forgetting. Forgetting the outside world and problems in the moment of action
and clear focus, in the nature of being fully present in the immediacy of the moment. Certainly,
this description is much clearer than that of the mystery of Dionysian ecstasy. It lacks the aspect
of communion, but it begins to deal with the parts of the Dionysian phenomenon simply by
its isolation of presence as an issue. 

Forgetting is poised in relation to historical being. When a person invokes memory, he
“envies the animal, who at once forgets and for whom every moment really dies, sinks back
into night and fog and is extinguished forever”5. Forgetting is living completely “contained
in the present, like a number without any awkward fraction left over”6. This awkward fraction,
the reflective intellect, the villain of metaphysical treatises must be eradicated somehow, so
that the now that is ineffable can be indirectly exposed, if not articulated. The unhistorical is
Nietzsche’s attempt to show his conception of presence is something with which we all have
experience. In this way, the Dionysian is not so distant, so exotic or mysterious. We all have
a certain understanding of loss°of°self in our moments of happiness, which only forgetting
makes possible in “the blissful blindness between the hedges of past and future”7. In fact,
Nietzsche claims that forgetting is necessary to a certain extent for any action. It is action that
erases historical nature. Like Schopenhauer, Nietzsche is exposing his view that thinking is
not the Will, and that only action is. 

Action is the essential element in his conception of Dionysian presence. It isn’t simply
“feeling” or “emotion” that he is attempting to communicate in his address of the origin of
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tragic drama. It is the motion and the physical integration with the flow of the nature of time
and space in common action with the natura naturans, if you will.

Dionysiac excitement is able to transmit to an entire mass of people this artistic gift
of seeing themselves surrounded by just such a crowd of spirits with which they know
themselves to be at one. This process of the tragic chorus is the original phenomenon
of drama.8

Nietzsche is, of course, playing here off the fact that drama means action in Greek, and
that action, like the tragic chorus is a unity. While Nietzsche calls it an artistic gift in The Birth
of Tragedy, he withdraws somewhat from this in his On the Uses and Disadvantages of History
for Life, focusing on the psychological aspect rather than the aesthetic nature of the
phenomenon. That life is an aesthetic phenomenon, however, is a position that he never
rescinds. (Notably, psychology still inhabits that realm of the social sciences, a half°way house
tied intimately to the liberal arts, yet methodical enough to be credible within the empirically
justifiable sciences.) The historical and the suprahistorical displace humans from their
immediate center. Nietzsche remarks, excavating his way to the present, that “without the
envelope of the unhistorical [man] would never have begun or dared to begin”9.

The Romantics and even Schopenhauer focused on tragic drama as the example par
excellence of poetic production. The general consensus was that the cathartic nature of the
production, using the language of the times and of Idealism, brought one to a “higher” or
“deeper” or more “foundational” sense of self through its effect of empathetic communion.10

Nietzsche, however, ascertained this communion, not in the historical lesson of tragic 
drama, but in the manifestation of this communion out of music as a phenomenon in itself.
He considers it primordial, reflected in its relation to the Ur°Ich and das Ur°Eine to the ground
of the phenomenon11. It is precisely here that Nietzsche finds his troubles and entangles him-
self in the problem of framing his insight. He cannot speak of the process of individuation
without draping it in the language of metaphysics (An issue which is still contentious in
Nietzsche studies). 

The first clue that Dionysian presence is anti°metaphysical is Nietzsche’s employment of
music as the method of articulation. Nietzsche chooses music precisely because of its lack of
plastic imagery, because it requires that one be present in order to engage in it. This draws
one’s attention to the surface, if you will, prohibiting and countering the Kantian
“disinterestedness” that defined earlier attempts to explain the value of the plastic arts. In his
view, music’s immediate nature is tied directly to presence as immanence. In Spinozistic
language one might say that Dionysus is immanent presence, not transcendent presence. Though
Nietzsche’s enthusiastic and, certainly by his own standards, premature work did not clarify
this relation, buried as it was in the hierarchical language of the Idealist tradition and weighed
down with his want to include Wagner. This relationship is clear when one considers how
Nietzsche couches the language of presence under the title of Schopenhauer’s Will. 

Schopenhauer’s consideration of Will is certainly immanent.12 In Nietzsche’s early 
career as a philosopher (masquerading behind the guise of a philologist) he appropriated
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Schopenhauer’s concept of Will as a descriptive vehicle for his own considerations. He retained
this concept throughout his writings, though he modified the nature of it considerably. Music,
however, was Schopenhauer’s window to the Will. In it he found the parallels he required for
discussing the unfolding and ever°changing cosmos. Stating in The World as Will and
Representation, “that in some sense music must be related to the world as the depiction to the
thing depicted, as the copy to the original,” Schopenhauer places music alongside the production
of other art forms but emphasizes that due to its “peculiar” character of immediacy and lack
of imagery, “music is on the whole of the same nature, only stronger, more rapid, more
necessary and infallible”13. Since music bypasses imagery and thus, in Schopenhauer’s esti-
mation, ideas as popularly understood as well, “music is as an immediate objectification and
copy of the whole will as the world itself is”14. Music is not a copy of representation, like the
plastic arts, “but a copy of the will itself ”.

In the first section of The Birth of Tragedy, Nietzsche introduces the dualism of the Apolline
and the Dionysiac, proclaiming that “the imageless art of music, which is that of the Dionysos”
is situated contra the “image°maker” Apollo.15 In his view, this divide is “an opposition only
apparently bridged by the common term ‘art’”16. And this art is music in its present and
immediate phenomenal sense. As Schopenhauer states in chapter 39 of The World as Will and
Representation, music “acts directly on the will, i.e. the feelings, passions, emotions of the
hearer, so that it quickly raises or even alters them”17. In comparison, the “essence of the
Dionysiac” is “best conveyed by the analogy of intoxication.” Dionysus is associated with music
as the emblem of the Schopenhauerian Will by Nietzsche’s explanation of the origin of lyric
poetry. For this, Nietzsche employs Schiller’s letter to Goethe wherein he describes the irruption
of poetic verse from out of a “musical mood”18. Dionysus stands as the fount of this musical
mood in all of his splendor, though lacking in any metaphysical imagery in which to hold him
still. As Nietzsche comments: “the lyric poet, a Dionysiac artist, has become entirely at one
with the primordial unity […] and he produces a copy of this primordial unity as music, which
has been described elsewhere, quite rightly, as a repetition of the world and a second copy of
it”19. The use of music as the essence of the Dionysian becomes his critique of the Apolline
and therefore his critique of metaphysics. Moreover, it is a direct critique of Idealism for
searching to bridge the Kantian gap of the transcendental aesthetic via the imagery and finitude
of words through the intellect instead of through the immediacy of the immanent Will.

The phenomenon of music echoes this relation of self to the present. Nietzsche claims that
music “appears as Will, in the Schopenhauerian sense, which is to say, in opposition to the
aesthetic, purely contemplative, will°less mood”20. Music, as anti°aesthetic, anti°metaphysical
copy of Will, is the only phenomenon wherein immanence is displayed in its playing and in
its hearing. One cannot reflect or else one loses the melody, the rhythm. Like human
consciousness, music belongs to time. And here is where the next philosophical predicament
emerges. Notably, this phenomenon is still the major problem of philosophy in general.
Heidegger finished only the first part of Being and Time, and philosophy has been entrenched
in grammar and politics ever since. Nevertheless, Nietzsche succeeds in offering a new
perspective on presence by beginning with the phenomenological characteristics of lyric poetry
and the assistance of rhythm and meter in the development of the Dionysian tragic drama. While
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some take his perspective to be a metaphysical one, it seems clear that he is attempting to elicit
a response to the “here and now”, that Dionysian presence is anything but metaphysical, and
that music is Nietzsche’s first attempt to articulate his phenomenon of presence.

Wagner’s part in all of this remains that of inspirational friend and mentor, but his influence
on Nietzsche was a personal one. Both shared Schopenhauer’s philosophy, which led
Nietzsche’s sister to say that, once upon a time, walking along in the gardens at Wagner’s home,
both Nietzsche and Wagner were in unison as if themselves a melodic phenomenon. At the
outset of his philosophical engagement with music Nietzsche was pleased with Wagner, because
they had Schopenhauer in common. As Nietzsche outgrew Schopenhauer, he outgrew Wagner
as well. He overcame them, in a manner of speaking. To overthrow one’s constitutional
authority is a revolution, and Nietzsche did not let the fear of internal revolution halt his march
to the horizon of his thoughts. While Wagner played the role of substitute father, it was
Schopenhauer that guided both of their hands; Wagner’s toward the interpretation of music
in general so that he saw Schopenhauer’s philosophy even in Beethoven’s success, and
Nietzsche’s to the extent that the Dionysian is born out of his philosophy of music and Will.
Wagner’s influence and position in the original BT disturbed the later Nietzsche as did the
Schopenhauerian aspects. However, the break from Wagner seems more complete because
Wagner influenced him emotionally, personally, whereas Schopenhauer remained in his
thoughts, and Nietzsche went mad still engaged in the problem of the principium
individuationis, where Schopenhauer too was unsuccessful at resolution.
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